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NBK Economic Report

KUWAIT: Recently published data by the Central
Statistical Bureau (CSB) showed that Kuwait’s
economy in the first quarter of the year (1Q20)
contracted by 1.0 percent year-on-year (y/y) in
real terms. This is the second consecutive quarter
of negative output growth, following 4Q19’s
decline of 1.1 percent y/y, and was made worse by
the pull-back in business
activity in March due to
the coronavirus pandem-
ic. Output on a quarter-
on-quarter basis (q/q)
fell by 2.5 percent, the
slowest rate since 1Q19.

The fal l  in headline
GDP was a reflection of
the decline in non-oil
sector activity (-3.5 per-
cent y/y; -5.4 percent
q/q). Oil GDP, in contrast,
expanded (+1.2 percent
y/y; +0.1 percent q/q). Their relative contributions
to overall growth were -1.6 percent and +0.6 per-
cent, respectively.  

Non-oil activity weakens
The annual rate of contraction in non-oil

activity was the most severe in the eight quar-
ters of published data. Business activity likely
weakened in March after staff were sent home
and partial curfew imposed by the government

in response to the spread of coronavirus in
Kuwait. Output falls were recorded in several
sub-sectors including public administration and
defense (-5.9 percent y/y), financial intermedia-
tion & insurance (-0.5 percent y/y), education (-
17.2 percent y/y) and telecommunications (-12.2
percent y/y).

The decline in public
administration and
defense was surprising
given that public adminis-
tration output is usually
quite rigid and its growth
trend is usually upwards.
In contrast, the manufac-
turing (+3.8 percent y/y),
wholesale and retail trade
(+10.2 percent y/y) and
‘other services’ (includes
real estate) (+1.2 percent
y/y) sectors all recorded

higher output compared to the previous year. 

Higher crude output 
Oil GDP expanded for the first time since 1Q19,

rising by 1.2 percent y/y. This closely matched the
annual increase in crude oil production over the
same period (+1.1 percent y/y), from 2.71 mb/d to
2.74 mb/d (average), according to official sources.
March saw output reach a near-four year high of
2.9 mb/d after the dissolution of the OPEC+

agreement which left producers free to pump at
will. Comparing 1Q20 with 4Q19, however, the 2.2
percent q/q increase in crude production was not
reflected in the official GDP figures: growth was
negligible at 0.1 percent q/q. As these figures are
preliminary, revisions are expected.      

Economic activity in 2Q20 to weaken further 
Looking ahead, non-oil growth will almost cer-

tainly fall significantly in 2Q20 given that this
quarter was spent entirely under some form of
curfew amid rising coronavirus cases in the coun-
try. Full curfew was imposed in May and only
began to be eased in June. Judging by the eco-

nomic impact witnessed in those advanced
economies that have reported figures for 2Q, the
decline could be very severe and most certainly
more than the 3.5 percent recorded in the first
quarter. This is to be expected given that business-
es were largely shuttered, employees forced to
stay at home or laid off, domestic consumption
mostly limited to foods and necessities and gov-
ernment capex spending put on hold. Moreover,
with the reinstatement of OPEC+ production cuts
in May and June, oil production was drastically
curtailed. Therefore, the headline growth rate is
expected to reflect declines in both the oil and
non-oil sectors. 

Al-Tijari announces 
winners of Al-Najma 
Account draws
KUWAIT: Commercial Bank conducted the weekly and
monthly draws on Al-Najma Account and Salary
Transfer Campaign on Sunday. The draws were con-
ducted in the presence of Ministry of Commerce and
Industry representative Ahmad Al-Basman.

The results of the draws were as follows:
1- Al-Najma weekly account - the prize of KD

5,000 went to the winner Yousef Hamzah Abbas Baqer.
2- Salary account campaign - the prize of up to

KD 1,000 went to the winner Mohammad Abdullah
Eissa Behbehani.

The bank stated that the salary campaign is aimed
at customers who transfer their salaries of KD 500 or
more to the Bank, especially Kuwaiti employees and
residents working in the government, oil sectors and
companies listed with the Bank as well as retirees, and
take advantage of the benefits of this campaign and get
an instant cash gift from KD 250 to KD 500 or an
interest-free loan of 5 times the salary and a maximum
of KD 10,000, in addition to the cash gifts, there will be
a weekly draw for new and local Kuwaiti customers
who transfer their salaries to the Bank to earn an
amount equal to one salary of the salaries they receive
monthly. 

The Bank stated that Al-Najma Account prizes are
distinguished by the highest cash prize and diversity of
prizes throughout the year clarifying that the account
offers weekly prize of KD 5,000, monthly prize of KD
20,000 and a semi-annual prize of KD 500,000 in
addition to the largest prize - linked bank account pay-
out of KD 1,500,000. 

Al-Najma Account can be opened by depositing
KD 100, and customer should maintain a minimum
amount of KD 500 to be eligible to enter all draws on
Al-Najma Account prizes. As for the chances of win-
ning, the more balance a customer maintains in Al-
Najma Account, the more chances the account holder
will get to win, the account also offers additional bene-
fits like the ATM card, a credit card against customer’s
account and all CBK banking services that customer
can enjoy.

The bank revealed that Al-Najma account is avail-
able to everyone, and anyone can open Al-Najma
account through CBK mobile application in simple
steps from anywhere and at any time. 

Non-oil sector weakens, exacerbated by COVID-19

Kuwait’s GDP contracts in Q1 as 
lockdown measures hit activity

China’s Geely seeks 
launchpad to enter 
auto giant orbit
TAIZHOU, China/SHANGHAI:  Chinese carmaker
Geely plans to use a platform developed with
input from Volvo to build new models in Malaysia
for its partly owned Proton brand, a strategy that
shows how it aims to accelerate its push to
become China’s first global auto giant.

The yet-to-be-finalized plans for Proton are
just one strand of a Geely project to revamp fac-
tories at home and abroad using joint platforms it
has been perfecting with Volvo since 2013. Geely
bought the Swedish brand 10 years ago for $1.8
billion - a deal that raised its international profile
and sent shockwaves through the global auto
trade. Senior Geely officials and engineers told
Reuters that a project dubbed Compact Modular
Architecture (CMA) will allow them to develop,
design and build different types of compact cars
with similar mechanical layout faster than before
- and at lower cost.

They said CMA, along with a platform for
smaller cars known as B-segment Modular
Architecture (BMA) that Geely plans to roll out
for Proton, allow them to harness the Swedish
automaker’s technologies and Geely’s capabilities
in cost control, supply chain management and
local production.

“CMA will be the core of Geely’s future archi-
tecture design ... We learn technologies and build
up talents through developing it,” said Li Li, vice
president at Geely Automobile Research
Institute, confirming the Proton plan during an
interview in Ningbo, south of Shanghai. Li
declined to disclose details of general investment,
financial targets or a timetable for expansion
plans.

From its lowly foundation in 1986 in Taizhou

on the east coast as a maker of refrigerator parts,
Geely has grown into one of the biggest players
in China, the world’s largest auto market
accounting for nearly one in every three passen-
ger cars sold around the planet. Geely now sells
more than 2 million cars a year across all brands,
ranking it  not far from the world’s top 10
automakers by unit sales.

The CMA platform in particular will allow
Geely and Volvo to design vehicles more quickly
and cost-effectively, Li said, providing a techno-
logical springboard towards a higher market
share at a time when the auto industry must
embrace a future featuring electric and
autonomously driven transport.

Global ambitions
Like Geely - an anglicisation of the Chinese

word for ‘lucky’ - domestic peers Great Wall
Motor and GAC have branched out with their
own versions of vehicle platforms, harbouring
greater ambitions for sell ing cars in major
Western markets.

But grand plans have previously been delayed,
or simply cancelled, amid a lack of practical pre-
paredness, analysts have said, against a backdrop
of years of trade tensions between China and the
United States that have roiled the global econo-
my. At the same time, attention has been diverted
to deal with stalling sales at home as the pace of
China’s growth has slowed.

In its pursuit of global automaker status,
Hangzhou-based Geely is now holding talks to
merge the Volvo Cars business with its Hong
Kong-listed Geely Automobile - worth about $22
billion by market value, bigger then famed indus-
try names like Fiat Chrysler Automobile and
Nissan Motor .

As well as the 49.9 percent stake it took in
Proton three years ago, the broader Geely group
- Zhejiang Geely Holding Group , led by Taizhou-
born billionaire Li Shufu - now also comprises a
9.7 percent stake in Germany’s Daimler AG and a
majority stake in British sport car brand Lotus.

And while giants from Toyota Motor Corp to
Volkswagen AG and General Motors Co have fol-
lowed a similar shared platform projects for their
respective brands, Geely’s strategy is a first for a
Chinese company.

The automaker plans to develop all its future
models for the Geely and Lynk & Co brands on
CMA or other related product platforms, like
BMA. It is also developing a new architecture to
accelerate the launch of pure battery electric
vehicles with intelligent connectivity functions,
said Li, a former Ford engineer. In addition, Geely
wants to shift development of next generations of
some popular existing models, like Borui and
Emgrand sedans, to those architectures, he said.
It takes around 18 months for Geely to signifi-
cantly change a CMA-based car, versus 24-30
months to do so on a non-CMA-based model.

Using CMA, plant managers can switch pro-
duction of different models to maintain smooth
overall capacity utilization rates at production
lines, said Oskar Falk, the Volvo-trained head at
Geely and Volvo’s first joint production site in
Taizhou.

The plant already exports Volvo Polestar 2
electric sedans to the United States and Europe,
and is preparing to make Volvo’s first battery-
powered electric vehicle, Falk said. Geely also
plans to start exporting China-made Lynk & Co
01 SUVs to Europe this year. —Reuters

Singapore company 
director charged 
over Wirecard scam
SINGAPORE: A company director has been
charged in Singapore with falsifying letters linked to
scandal-hit German payments giant Wirecard,
according to court documents, as the fallout from
the firm’s collapse spreads further around the world.

The fintech company filed for insolvency in
June after admitting that 1.9 billion euros ($2.2
billion) missing from its accounts did not exist,
revelations that stunned Germany and drew com-
parisons with the Enron accounting scandal. R.
Shanmugaratnam, director of a business adminis-
tration firm in Singapore at the center of investi-
gations into the case, has been charged with falsi-
fying letters showing it held money in escrow for
Wirecard. The 54-year-old of Citadelle Corporate
Services claimed in the letters in 2016 and 2017
the firm held amounts ranging from 30 million
euros to around 177 million euros in accounts on
behalf of Wirecard, according to court documents
seen by AFP Friday. But the accounts did not hold
such amounts and the letters were produced with
the “intent to defraud”, according to the charges,
filed last month.

Shanmugaratnam could not immediately be
reached for comment. Authorities in the city state
last month launched an investigation into Citadelle
and another company over suspicions they falsified
accounts, and Shanmugaratnam is the first person
to face charges. Wirecard’s woes began in January
2019 with a series of Financial Times articles alleg-
ing accounting irregularities in its Asian division,

headed by chief operating officer Jan Marsalek.
German and Philippine authorities want to question
Marsalek as part of separate investigations into
Wirecard, but his whereabouts are unclear.

Last month, the Philippines justice minister
said immigration officers falsif ied records to
show he briefly visited the country after being
sacked. Entries in the Bureau of Immigration
database  show Marsa lek  arr ived in  the

Philippines on June 23 — the day after he was
fired-and left for China on June 24. But CCTV
footage, airline manifests and other records prove
Marsalek was not in the country on those dates,
minister Menardo Guevarra said in a statement.
The firm’s troubles exploded in June when long-
time auditors Ernst & Young said they were
unable to find the 1.9 billion euros, and that they
had been fed false statements. —AFP

SINGAPORE: A company director has been charged in Singapore with falsifying letters linked to scandal-
hit German payments giant Wirecard, according to court documents, as the fallout from the firm’s col-
lapse spreads further around the world.
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Burgan Bank announces 
winners of Yawmi 
account draw
KUWAIT:  Burgan Bank announced yesterday the
names of the daily draw winners of its Yawmi account
draw, each taking home a cash-prize of KD 5,000.

The lucky winners are: 
1. Saber Abdulhai Awaid Mohammad
2. Fatemah Masoud Saad Almasoud
3. Salem Nayef Salem Alhajri
In addition to the daily draw, Burgan Bank also

offers a quarterly draw with more chances to win high-
er rewards, offering the chance to one lucky customer
to win KD 125,000 every three months. The Yawmi
Account offers daily and quarterly draws, wherein the
quarterly draw requires customers to maintain a mini-
mum amount of KD 500 in their account for two
months prior to the draw date. Additionally, every KD
10 in the account will entitle customers to one chance
of winning.  If the account balance is KD 500 and
above, the account holder will be qualified for both the
quarterly and daily draws.  

Burgan Bank encourages everyone to open a Yawmi
account and/or increase their deposit to maximize
their chances of becoming a winner. The higher the
level of the deposit, the higher the likelihood to win. 


